The RESCU Foundation is a nationally recognized 501(c)(3) non-profit organization established to promote and maintain the health and medical well-being of the participants of renaissance faires, historical performances and other artistic events through financial assistance, advocacy, education and preventative programs.

Founded in 2003 by veteran renaissance festival participants, the RESCU Foundation has, to date, served more than 800 individuals. RESCU’s Advocacy and Mentoring Programs have disbursed over $450,000 in medical aid and nearly $3 million in medical bill abatement through hospital financial assistance, prescription assistance and other programs, to recipients in the festival participant community. Moreover, RESCU follows the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) guidelines for client privacy, and acts quickly to treat each festival participant with compassion and understanding.

RESCU Programs
- First Aid/CPR Training
- Vision Screening
- Skin Cancer Screening
- Preventative Health Screening
- Wellness Workshops

RESCU Partnerships
- Entertainment Assistance Cooperative
- 2010 Chase Community Giving Grant Recipient

Support RESCU
Have you ever wondered how you could best show appreciation to the men and women who have so enriched your life?

You can help support the RESCU Foundation when you search the web, shop online or dine out. Simply visit GoodSearch.com and choose RESCU Foundation as your cause.

Does your Company have New Program Initiatives or Corporate Matching Opportunities? Please tell us about them.
Do you LOVE Renaissance Festivals?

Have the entertainers, crafters and staff:
- Provided a rare, unique and enjoyable experience?
- Enriched your life?
- Recreated history for you and your children?
- Brought a smile to your face?

“The RESCU effort helps support the arts and we support them.”

Jules Smith
General Manager
Maryland Renaissance Festival
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CD’s available online for a $20 donation

Concert for a Queen (1)
The original compilation includes many talented singers & musicians.

Encore for a Queen (2)
The second compilation CD is filled with diverse music from favorite festival musicians.

Chorus for a Queen (3)
Rounding out the set; a compilation of Renaissance music performed by musicians from West Coast faires.

Logo Lapel Pin in Pewter
Available for a $10 donation

Visit RESCUfoundation.org or Facebook for the latest news, events and friendly faces of RESCU.